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1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Program Objectives
This document constitutes the final report for the Wind
Velocity Measurement phase of the Doppler Flowmeter Contract
Number NAS 8-20413. The objectives
	
this program are three-
fold.
1. To demonstrate the feasibility of remotely
measuring the velocity of both clear and con-
taminated air.
2. To perrorm system analyses of both short and long
range remote optical heterodyne wind velocity mea-
surement systems.
3. To investigate the scattering properties of the
atmosphere.
1.2 Program Summa
The program effort consisted of an analysis of short and
long range Optical Doppler Wind Velocity and Turbulence measure-
ment systems whicn is included in Section 2, along with a rigor-
ous analysis of the coherence area associated with diffuse tar-
gets. Analyses indicated that this source of loss would pre-
dominate and therefore a detailed study was conducted. The
results indicate that if the transmitter and receiver optics are
matched, a diffuse target loss of the order of 3.5 db is ex-
pected in the far field of both transmitter and receiver.
The determination of the atmospheric target cross-section
is essential to the practical measurement of atm,-)spheric effects
with a Doppler system. Due to the limited funding of this
program an answer to this -ould not be fully obtained; hence a
theoretical analysis indicating additional requirements was con-
ducted and is presented in Section 3. The 6iscussion involves
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the distinction between Rayleigh and Mie scattering. Results
of the literature search conducted to determine particle size
distribution and particle number density illustrated the total
lack of measured data at the 10.6 micron wavelength and drama-
tized the need for such measurements in order to predict the
atmospheric target cross-section.
Section 4 discusses the experimental measurement program.
Results of atmospheric tests indicated that returns were obtain-
ed for clear air, sinoke, haze, rain and leaves although the sys-
tei, did not have collecting optics and suffered 25 db non-
optimum system loss. This loss appears to be caused by the op-
tical heterodyning efficiency being lower than anticipated. In
order to resolve this 25 db discrepancy between theoretical pre-
dictions and actual measurement the experimental program focused
on a detailed analysis of the 10.6 µ Cu.Ge detector. Experiments
were performed to:
(1) determine the characteristics curves of the detector
(2) verity the heterodyne equation
(3) measure the noise sources
(4) determine coherence areas
At the conclusion of the contract these measurements were
still continuing and an indication of optimum detector operating
conditions was evolving.
1.3 Conclusions
At the end of this program it is possible to draw some con-
clusions concerning r_ha feasibility of constructing a remote
Optical Doppler wind Velocity System. The success in obtaining
returns from targets such as haze, rain, and smoke with a non-
optim um system leave little doubt that such a measurement sys-
tem can be built. Continuing studies will make it possible to
.)perate the detector at best biasing conditions, which hope-
fully will recover much of the missing 25 db. Similarly, a
1-2
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stabilized laser will make measurements easier, more reliable,
and more noise-free. The analysis contained in Section 2 on
diffuse target losses has shown that previous estimates of this
number were exceedingly conservative and that diffuse target loss
in the far field may prove to have little significance.
At this point expectations for future Remote Wind Velocity
Measurement Systems are quite optimistic.
r
1
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2.0 SYSTEMS STUDIES
	
2.1
	 Introduction.
The performan*.:e of any system depends upon many factors,
one of the most significant considerations, however, must be
the system signal-to-noise ratio. In this section of the report
this factor will be analyzed, and the performance of a lossiess
system will be discussed. In this connection, the optimal sys-
tem design will be shown "o depend upcn range and wind velocity.
At short range, a CW optical heterodyne Doppler detection system
is recommended, while at longer ranges a pulsed Doppler hetero-
dyne system is more desirable.
Having studied the lossless syste^, one of the most signifi-
cant loss factors will be treated in detail. When a signal is
scattered from a diffuse -argot, the scattered return has less
-patial coherence than the same si gnal scattered from a specular
target. This loss of coherence giver a smaller output after
heterodyning than an identical specular return. This Jiff erencF-
is called the diffuse target loss.
The diffuse target loss has been analyzed by two different
techniques in the course of this program. The traditional optical
approach gill be treated first. This method involves several
assumptions whose validity is range dependent, so significant
errors ;nay result in the far field. For this reason a rigorous
analysis valid only in the far field is pr--isented. A similar
derivation is still required at shorter ranges.
	
2.2	 Farametric Analysis
The feasibility of an optical Doppler system to remotely
measure the return signal from atmospn eric particles centers
around the S//N equation- The ;,/N power at the our -ut of the
2-1
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receiver for a monochromatic source is:
SIN =	 T1 P siq PLOB h f PLO + PN + F___AMP
(2-1)
where: I
	
- Detector Quantum Efficiency
Psig	 Received Signal Power
PLO = Local Oscillator Signal Power
P 	 = Equivalent Optical Noise Power
PAMP c Equivalent Noise Figure Power of Post Detection
Amplifier
B	 = Electronic Bandwidth
h	 = Planck^s Constant
f	 = Transmission Frequency
Typically, in a coherent detection process, the local os-
cillator power may be increased to a value such that the noise
associated with it is much greater than all other noise sources.
As a result of this the SIN Equation becomes e qual to the product
of the detector quantum efficiency and the received signal power
and inversely related to the electronic bandwidth, transmission
frequency and Planck's constant.
Replacing the received signal power expression (P Sig ) with
its equivalent expression for an extended Lambertian target, the
SIN equation may be observed to be a function of:
r, PT D R 2 x 5 x LSIN =
4 h f R2 B
(2-2)
where: PT	= Transmitter Power
DR	Receiver Optics Diameter
Aerosol Scattering Coefficient
L	 = Length of Scattering Volume
R	 = System Range
2-2
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of particular note are four parameters: 1) transmitter power
(PT ), 2) electronic bandwidth (B), 3) the aerosol scattering
coefficient (0), and 4) the length of the scattering volume (L).
Typical system analyses usually revolve around determining the
amount of transmitter energy required to perform a chosen task.
However, for reruote wind measurements at large distances, typi-
cally we are transmitter power limited. Referring to the elec-
tronic bandwidth and the length of the scattering volume, we now
see that the interface between the turbulence and the turbulence
detection system manifests itself in the interaction between the
particulate matter velocity with the laser beam. Doppler shift
occurs when there is a relative motion between the laser beam and
i"
a target.
The equation for the Doppler frequency shift (f d ) may be
expressed as:
+	 fd = 2V cos 8
(2-3)
where: V - Relative Velocity
= Transmission Wavelength
= Pointing Nngle between. Relative Velocity Vectors
correspondingly the Doppler spectral bandwidth (If d ) caused by
T	 the uncertainty of wind valoil ty (AV) ovf:r the sampled volume is
similarly related.
2 ^V
^f d -	 cos j
(2-4)
The processing bandwidth m?y thri be deter.-rnined by the in-
star.taneous velocity spread (mV) expvc^-ed within the target vol-
ume. If a differential velocity oproad of one meter per second
occurred over the sampled volume than a 200 kHz processing band-
'	 widt": would be required at a i0.6-micron operating wavelength.
2-3
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Correspondingly, for a 15 M/sec differential velocity, a three-
megacycle bandwidth requirement would exist.
In most Doppler System applications the target does not
assume a significant differential velocity within the beam
and, therefore, the bandwidth of the returned Doppler spectrum is
relatively small compared to that required in a pulse system util-
izing ideal matched filter concepts. As the Doppler bandwidth re-
quirement increases, the CW output power requirement increases
correspondingly to maintain the same SIN ratio (refer to Equa-
tion(2-2 11 ). The inherent advantage of coherent CW operation,
i.e., significant power savings by narrow banding to the relatively
narrow Doppler spectrum, is then reduced by the degree of bandwidth
broadening caused by the differential velocity.
The Doppler bandwidth requirement for a differential wind
velocity of one meter/second is of the order of 200 kHz, which is
identical to that required for a matched filter where the pulse
width is five microseconds. One must conclude, therefore, that
for the situation discussed the average power required for a CW
system would be substantially greater than the average required
in a pulsed system. The use of a CW Doppler technique, therefore,
appears inefficient for use in a long range system.
Because of the spectrum broadening caused by the turbulent
wind velocity, a pulse type laser techni que is indicated for a
long range system having sufficient Doppler shift to make suita-
ble meas,--cements.
The choice of transmitter pulse width may be shown to di-
rectly affect:
1. Signal -to.-Noise Ratio (SIN)
2. The Sampling Length (L)
3. The Velocity Resolution (n,f)
This indicates that the pulse width should be as large as possible
consistent with the Doppler broadening anticipated over the in-
2-4
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cremented measurement length. As this length increases the differ-
ential velocity expected would increase, and therefore, larger
bandwidths would be required. Theoretically then, either a CW
or a pulse heterodyne system could be used for Doppler detection
of the velocity of particular matter in the atmosphere.
At very short ranges a pulse Doppler system might suffer T/R
switch recovery time limitations and an insufficient number of
Doppler cycles, and, therefore, a CW system would be more practi-
cal. Correspondingly, at long ranges the use of CW Doppler sys-
tems would seem impractical from the standp3int of transmitter
power requiremeunts and a pulse Doppler system would be indicated.
1.3 Optical Analysis
The signal-to-noise ratio in heterodyne detection at micro-
wave frequencies varies as the square of the collector diameter.
At optical frequencies, however, this is not the case. Rather,
for very small collectors there is a quadratic behavior, while
for larger collectors the signal-to-noise ratio appears to be
independent of collector diameter. This effect '_s explained by
an analysis of the coherence of the scattered signal.
Most targets scatter diffusely at optical frequencies.
This means that light scattered from the target has little spatial
coherence at distances close to the target, and, in fact, the
target can be assumed to bs a source with zero spatial coherence.
The amount of spatial coherence increases as the distance from
the target increases, so that at the plane of the collector, the
scattered radiation has a non-zero coherence area. The degree
of spatial coherence between two points in a plane nornal to the
radiation's propagation vector is given by:
2 11 ( x )
X
(2-5)
2-5
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where: x - 2^ R D
(2-6)
X - wavelength of radiation
P = radius of target
R - distance to target
D = distance between points in plane
J1 = Bessel function of first kind and first order
The function 2 J 1 (x)/x decreases monotonically from a value of
1 when x = 0 to a value of 0 when x = 3.83. Because of the math-
ematical complexity, it is usually assumed that only the region
for which x < 1 is useful for heterodyne detection, and in this
region the radiation is completely spatially coherent. For larger
values of x, it is assumed that there is no spatial coherence, so
the region is useless for heterodyning. (This can be seen to be
a conservative assumption since 2 J1 (1)/l = 0.88.)
Using this information an effective collector diameter from
Equation (2-6) can be defined for x = 1:
R
DEFT - 2n p
(2-7)
or
_ .16 a RDEFF	 c
(2-8)
According to the above assumptions, for heterodyne detection. DEFF
should be used in place of DR in Equation (2-2) for the signal-
to-noise ratio, so the diffuse target loss equals (DEFF/DR)2'
Substituting Equation (2-8),
diffuse target loss 1=	 .6 X R 2I o DR i (2-9)
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From these remarks, conclusions can be drawn that are rele-
vant to a particular system. For a coaxial heterodyne system,
where the target intercepts all of the transmitted radiation, three
cases can be easily evaluated. At a distance very close to the
transmitter,
DT
r = 2
	 (2-14)
so
diffuse target loss 	 •32 X R 2
DT DR
(2-11)
where DT
 = transmitter diameter. At one far field distance
(R = dFF = DT2/" for diffraction limited optics,
= DT
	 (2-12)
so
diffuse target loss =	 •16 k R)2
DT DR (2-13)
At many far field distances for diffraction limited optics,
F = 2 R
(2-14)
where a = beam divergence angle. In the diffraction limit,
u 	 1.22
2	 DT
(2-15)
so,	
.16 DT 2
diffuse target loss = ^ 1.22 D j
R	 (2-16)
W—
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or,	 2
D,r
diffuse target loss = 0.017 ;D
R
(2-17)
This last result will be shown in the sections that follow to be
incorrect. This error results from the conservative nature of
the assumptions made in this section. The assumptions, however,
become more valid at distances closer to the collector. Errors
involved in Equation (2-11) and Equation (2-13) remain to be
evaluated.
More generally,
D	 1 + 1.22 d R - 1T FF
(2-18)
so the diffuse target loss can be evaluated at all ranges. The
range limitations of this technique, however, are not completely
understood.
2-8
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2.4
	 Far Field Diffuse Target Losses
2.4.1 Introduction
Diffuse targets are frequently encountered by the standard
microwave radar system in the form of rain, snow, chaff, and
various forms of clutter. Many aspects of the radar response
from these targets have already been discussed in some detail
(Reference 1) and so the problems are by no means new.
For the intended application there are a few important aspects
which require additional attention. In particular, we would like to
know; (1) How much heterodyne signal (i.e., coherency) do we
lose because of the diffuse random nature of the target? and,
(2) For a giver= ttan amitting antenna what is the optimum size for
the receiving ^+lt@nasal
in what to-1cws we present a calculation based on a simple
yet realistic model of the situation. Analytic expressions are
obtained for the variation of the heterodyne signal with size of
the receiv ; ng antenna and for the amount of coherency lost due
to the diffuseness of the target. The results have a straight-
forward physical interpretation which is discussed.
2.4.2 Target Characteristics - Incoherent Scatterinq
The target of interest consists of a large amountof small
scattering centers (dust particles, water droplets, etc.) dis-
tributed diffusely throughout the target volume. While there
may be only relatively slow macroscopic variations of the densi-
ty of these scatterers in space and time, on a microscopic scale
the individual scattering particles will be randomly distributed
in space and subject to rapid small changes in position and
velocity with time (i.e., Brownian motion).
2-9
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At the receiving antenna therefore the returning radiation
consists of a large number of small contributions each with a
phase which depends to a large extent on the precise position
and velocity of the scattering particle at some instant in time.
Since these distances and velocities are random (on the local
scale) and are fluctuating rapidly with time in a random manner,
the overall result is random phases which effectively decouple
the effect of one scattering center from all the others such
that the time averaged return signal is incoherent 	 . In
addition, if the scattering particles were not all precisely
identical then the scattering phase shifts would have a further
tendency to vary randomly from particle to particle.
Thus, the effects of such a diffuse target can validly be
computed by considering a single scattering center, finding
the signal generated in the receiver processing as a result of
this scatter alone and summing the independent signalop wers
arising from all the scatters to obtain the total time averaged
incoherent signal which will be observed. Yn this particular
case the processing consists of heterodyning the return signal
with a known signal from a stable reference oscillator and ob-
serving the magnitude of the detector response genarated at the
difference frequency (i.e.,  between the ref erene. o dnd the Doppler
shifted return,). We therefore must add the heterodyne signal
powers due to each of the scatters in the target volume computed
as if each were totally independent of all the others.
2.4.3 The Model
For simplicity let us suppose that the scatterers are
limited to a thin slab in the xy plane of thickness Az in which
(1) Kerr, D. E., "Propagation of Short Radio Waves", Boston Tftch-
niral Publishers, Inc., Lex:naton, Mass. (1964).
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they are uniformly and randomly distributed. without loss of
generality we can further assume that all particles have the
same average velocity relative to the transmitter-receiver and
hence we deal with only a single Doppler ahift and only one
heterodyne frequency. The general case is easily obtained by
summing over all velocities recognizing that the density of parti-
cles in the one velocity case refers only to those scatterers
having that particular velocity. The Brownian motiot velocity
effects will be included only in so far as they contribute to
making the return " incoherent" and thus permit the calculational
procedure suggested above (i.e., sum independent signal powers)
potential Doppler broadening effects are not included explicitly.
All particles are assumed to be identical and hence _-o produce
the same intensity backscatter. The transmitting and receiving
antennas are assumed to be placed on the Z axis in the xy plane
at a large distance z from the scattering layer (^ ,.< 1) such
that the scatters are in the far field of both anterna:. When
necessary, for mathematical simplicity, the antennas are taken to
be square although in practice standard circular antennas are to
be anticipated, ( See Figure 2-1).
For a wave amplitude E(xyz) propagating along the z axis
with diffraction spreading in the xy directions th- appropriate
approximate fora of Huygen ' s principle is
E(x z)	 21k eikz	 dx'd ' E ( x' 'z-0) e2z 
` ( x =- x') 2 	 (y - y!)
y z 	 ff	 Y	 Y
(2-19)
where k - 2r/'X„ E ( xyz) is the amplitude distribution in the icy
plane at z s z ar i E(xyz a 0) is the amplitude distribution in
the xy plane at z . 0, and z is assumed to be large enough that
z/a >> 1.
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In the fa_ field with z -v = the quadratic terms in the
exponential become negligible and we find
i
E(xyz) far field _ 
21k eikz 
ff 
dx ' dy' E(x 'y'0) a z (^, + ^, )
z 
(2-20)
Thus if on the transmitting antenna's surface we have a
plane wave distribution of uniform amplitude E o, then
Eo, if (xy) is within the antenna aperture
E(xyz=0) - 0, if (xy) is outside the antenna aperture
and the incident field in the scattering region at z - z is given
by
!Lk(xx, T yy l )
E inc (xyz) 2Zk eikz E  ff 
dx , dy , e z
Antenna
Aperture
kaTx	 kaTy
= iz ikz
	
sin 2z	 sin 2z
2 k e	 Eo	 x	 y
(2_21,
:here a  is the length of the edge of the transmitting antenna.
A single particle at the point r - (xyz) would scatter a
ware back toward the antennas the amplitude of which would be
proportional to an appropriately defined backscatter cross-section
and to the incident field E inc (xyz) (Equation 2-21). Since the
backscatter cross-section is taken to be the same constant for all
particles we will make no explicit reference to it and consider
simply that the scatterer acts as a point source at (xyz) with a
strength proportional to E(xyz). Equation (2 -19) can be used
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again to compute how the back scattered wave propagates towards
the antennas and we find for the scattered field E
scat
( X II y II 0) in
the z s 0 plane,
ik (xxof + yy ll )
Escat(xl1y110)	 z
21k 
e 
ikz 
Einc(xyz) e- z
(2-22)
On the receiving antenna in the z - 0 plane we also supply
plane wave reference signal E ref (xy0) - Eref 0 constant, which
propagates precisely along the z axis. The total amplitude re-
ceived is the.°efore Escat A1jjOt 
+ Eref eiwlt and the heterodyne
current iHet at the frequency (w0 - wl ) will be given by
1	 K	 u
I1Het ! " I ff Eref Escat dx dy
Receiving
Antenna
i
2k I E	 j , E	 (xyz) I	 e	
z (xxll 
+ 
yyl/ )
dx /Idyl/z ref
	 inc	 lf
ka x
	 ka y
sin R	 sin R
2k ! Eref	 Einc (z) I	
x2z
	 y2z
(2-23)
where a  is the length of the edge of the receiving antenna.
The heterodyne power PHet due to the scatterer at (xyz)
will be proportional to the current squared; i.e.,
PHet	 ji Het l2
	
(2-24)
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As discussed above, the total heterodyne power due to all
the scatterers in the target volume is given by summing Equation
(2-24)over all scatterers. Assuming a uniform distribution of
scatterers in the scattering volume with a density N, we find
for the total heterodyne power
(P Het (2k 14 1 Eref 1 
2 
1 Eo 1 2 N Jz 
co
Zb tal If
kaTx	 kaRx 2
sin 2z sin 2zdx	 2
x
kaTy	 kaRy 2
dy
sin 2z sin `z 1
y
_s
(2-25)
We have substituted from Equation(2-21) and assumed that the
variation of z within Az is negligible (i.e. 1z 	 1) so that all
z's can be taken to be a suitable average such as, z n the dis-
tance to the center of the target slab, and the z integration
becomes simply
Az
z { 2
ciz' F(z' ) : F(z) Lz
z
z - 2
The integral in Equation (2-25)a re discontinuous but Can be
readily evaluated to dive
sin B T x sin B R x 
2	
2 ^	 B<jdx	 2	
- A< B> - 311	 x
x
(2-26)
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where B<
 is the lesser of BT and BR and B
> 
is the greater. in
addition the total transmitted power P T and the total reference
signal grower PR can be related to E
ref and E  as
'Eo^2 ` 
P 2	
PT
aT
and
2	 PE: of
(2-27)
where AT = a T 2 a area of transmitting antenna and AR =s a R 2 a area
of receiving antenna.
Combining Equations (2-25, 2-26 and 2-27) we obtain
finally
A 3/2 A 22 R
	
R
2	 AR- 3 ^ A AR<F'T
(PHet)	 ... zkt N-- z P R PT
	AT 9 - 'r
Total	 2 AT3/2 AT2
AT 3 A 1/2  
+gA AR>ATR	 R
(2-28)
This is plotted in Figure (2-2)as a function of the area AR of
the receiving antenna. For very small values of AR the receiving
antenna has a wide beam pattern and thus "sees" the scattering
volume as if it were a point source and fully coherent. As AR
increases in size the heterodyne signal grows linearly with AR
and the signa l. remains essentially fully coherent until the
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receiving antenna pattern shrinks enough that the scattering
volume no longer appears as a single point source. As the re-
ceiving area (AR) grows significantly larger than the area (AT)
of the transmitting antenna, the region of the scattering volume
"seen" by the receiver gets smaller and smaller. Thus the effec-
tive backscattered signal source becomes a point source with a
strength proportional to 1/A R . The total signal collected is
proportional to the strength of the effective point source
(1/AR) times the area of the receiving antenna (AR) and hence
limits to a constant (1/AR x AR) which is independent of the size
of the receiving antenna.
In order to calculate the loss in heterodyne signal due
i to the diffuse nature of the target let us calculate the heter^-
dyne signal which would be obtained if all the backscattered
energy received by the antenna was in fact fully coherent. The
total energy received by the antenna is given by
PTotal "' JJ^ N Escat^ 2 dxdydz x AR
Scattering
Volume
i	 x	 kaTx 2 m	 kaTy 2
sin	 sin
N z Eo 2 AR dx	 x2 z	 dy	 y2 z
f
i
^k 2
^2z) N Az PT AR
(2-29)
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The amplitude of the coherent wave having the same power would
be proportional to (pTotal)/AR and the resulting heterodyne
current is
^iHet^
	
AR JEref^	
PTootal
R
(2-30)
and the effeL-tive fully coherent heterodyne signal power would be
(P Hot ) Coherent - I1Het l2 _ AR ' E ref 12 P7btal
_ 2
2z i N .` z PR PT AR
(2-31)
We can now compute the ratio (R) of the actual heterodyne power
(Equation 2-28) to the equivalent fully coh,-rent signal (Equation
2-31i
 to obtain the fractional reduction duo to the loss of co-
herency induced by the diffuse value of the target. We find
2	 R 1 AR1 - 3 AT * 9 AT
	
AR AT
R =
3/2	 2
AT
_3
I^ 
I	 +
^ 
[A) AR>AT
R	 R	 R
(2-32)
For small values of AR we see R i 1 as expected, while for large
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values of AR we find R i AT /AR * 0. This result, expressed in
terms of db loss, is presented in Figure (2-3) and represents the
answer to the first question.
To answer the second question as to the size of the
optimum receiver antenna we see from F{qure (2-2) that in foot
there appears to be no optimum. An infinitely lorq@ antenna
gives the maximum signal. However, it is !tasy to	 that one
cannot gain a great deal by making the antaa #t; hir than
the transmitting antenna. The eon Lion of @Wu,@A aateana size
(AR = AT) results In a signal which i g 4W.-qt- 0 pffacInt of Cis
maximum possible. Doubling the €-@mvvF 4 a^t^aa t^iza (i.e.,
AR - 2A^	 m) only improved the sig i w 6® per	 of the optimum
and further gains come slowly.
2.4.4- Gaussian 0uj2ut
The above calculation can easily be carried out for
the case of a Gaussian output beam where the field intensity in
the aperture IF the transmitting antenna varies as
x2 ± V2
_ 2 ao2
E0 (x yz=0) - E  e
(2-33)
and there are no important diffraction effects from the edges of
the antenna. The receiving antenna, reference signal and scat-
terers are the same as in the above calculations. Defining an
eff6ztive transmitter area Ao = 4^ ao2 we find for the heterodyne
power
AR 2
2	 r	 A I	 /	
_	
A
PHet " ^ 2 zk N Az P R PT Ao ^rf Y ' A© -/p'R 1-eo
(2-34)
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a the y error function.
	
For the loss of coherency (R - " Het /(pHot )	 ^ we get
coherent
	
A	 2
I
R As erf ^, AR ; - rKrR 1 - e p'oRI	 or
(2-35)
Again as AR ♦ 0 we find R 1 1 (full coherency) while AR -0 m,
R ♦ Ao/AR . Thus, by choosing to define the effective transmitter
area as A. - 4 ao2 , we find the asymptotic loss of Inherency is
identical to the result obtained for the case of the uniformly
illuminated square antenna. Equation (2-35) is plotted in Fig-
ure (2-3) along with Equation (2-32).
	
With this interpreta*-ion
of antenna size we see that in fact with respect to coherency the
difference between a uniformly illuminated square antenna of area
AT and a Gaussian output of effective area Ao - AT is rather small
for all values of AR.
Using the same definition of effective transmitter area,
we can plot the heterodyne signal (Equation 2-34) for the Gaussian
case on the same graph as the results for the uniformly illuminated
case ( Figure 2-2) and we sae that again there is very little dif *
-f erence between them. What this suggests is that the above simple
calculations already contain the essence of the situation and that
variations in shape of the antennas (i.e., circular vs square,
Gaussian, etc.) will result in only minor changes.
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The optical approach to diffuse target lo gs suffers from
its one simplifying assumption. It is unreasonable to approx-
imate the function 2 J 1
 (x).'x by a step function which N uals 1
for x	 1 and 0 for x > 1. So the signal-to-noise ratio of a
system ' , zing a collector whose diameter is considerably larger
than DEFF will be larger than the calculated value.
This problem has been solved for a system operating with a
target in the far field of both the transmitter and receiver.
In the near field regions, Fresnel integrals appear in the
derivation, adding considerable mathematical complexity. A tech-
nique to adequately handle the near field - other than the opti-
cal method - requires significant development.
i
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3.4 ATMOSPHERIC SCATTERING
.l Introduction
In the equations used to determine the signal-to-noise
ratio of any tystem heterodyning from the atmosphere, there is
a term, _	 the scattering coefficient, that represents the
scattering properties of the atmosphere. Previous reports have
indicated that scatter from only the aerosol portion (not the
molecular components) of the atmosphere are useful. So the
value of used in the signal-to-noise equation should be that
portion of th@ total scattering coefficient due to the aerosols.
This sect-ion will discuss the scattering pr-uperties of
the atmospheric aerosol. First the fundamentals of scattering
theory will be briefly discussed. Then the scattering cross-
section of spherical particies.will be derived. (The particles
of an aero+ of will be assumed to be spherical, since this will
be thi ca-go in any t ime average.) Two theories will - be used
to evaluaec the scattering of individual spherical particles.
Rayleigh jcattering applies to particles whose radius is less
than or equal to the wavelength of the incident radiation divided
by 2-. Mie scattering is valid for all spherical particles.
However. th@ difficulties of computation make the Mie formulism
relatively unattractive if other methods apply.
To evaluate t, the cross-section of an individual particle
must be multiplied by the particle number density. Since the
a€rroaol conaists of a distribution cf sizes, the product of the
aca€taring cress-section and the particle size distribution must
be irtograted. The remainder of this section, therefore, ana-
lyse* acaitorinq by a collection of particles of different
radii, and then discusses models of the size distribution of the
partieil`a in the atmospr.^re. These models have been made on the
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bas's of experimental. data. While this data is not completely
reliable, it can he used to give an estimate of 3.
i
3.2	 Scatteri.iq Throry
k plane monochromatic electromagnetic wave with intensity
i
1  
and wavel •^ ngth X is incident on a particle. The scattered
light intensity, at a distance R - which is far from the parti-
cle - is givers uy (See Reference 1):
	
T	 F(	 .J
k R2
i	 (3-1)
i	 where k equals 2-1' . and v is the angle with respect to the propa-
gatior direction of the incident wave, and F(e,,;) can :,e defined
by.
k2 R2
I 0 (3-2){
Equation (3-2) identifies F(=,-) ss the relative amount of light
E	 intensity scattered in the d:r-ec t-ion dercted by 17,Z. The scat-
tering cross-section can then be defined as:
1 FF( ,:) d
sc	 k 
(3-3a)
or, substituting equation (3-2)
r
^sc	
R	
7
	
J	 O
(3-3b)
1	
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where d., is the element of solid angle, sin vd-dw. Therefore,
in discussing the scattering properties of particles, two concepts
are available. The term F(",W) descr^.bes the angular variation
of the scattered intensity, while the scattering cross-section
indicates the total amount of scattered intensity compared to the
total amount cif incident intensity.
3.3
	
Rayleigh Scattering Theory
There exists a simplified scattering theory for spherical
wticles, whose radius is less than or equal to ^/2-, called
Rayleigh scatterinq. (The Rayleigh formulism is excellent for
very small particles, but may differ by a factor of two when
r s ,.12 .) In this case the electric field of the incident ra-
diatior. 1s assumed to induce an electrical dipole moment. These
dipc.les the.. become the source of the scattered field which has
the pattern of dipole radiation. Let the polarizability tensor
have principal value n 1 , : 2 , ar:d a 3 with eigenvectors n , 2, and
2. The incident electrical field has components E 1 , EZ , and E3.
So the ir.auced dipole is:
' i r_ 1
	
'2 E	 + a 3 E 3 3
(3-4)
The electrical field of a radiating dipole is given by:
_ J	 -ikRk	 i n ', e
R (3-5)
where	 is the angle between f.) and 	 Since (see Reference 2)
I = e 1^2I
(3-6)
where c = speed of light. Equations (3-5) and (3-6) can be sub-
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stituted into Equation (3-3b) to give the Rayleigh scattering
cross-section.
o	 =	
8 .7 k4 1a^2
Sc	 3
(3-;)
where
2 = t2 1.11 2 * m2 x ^21 2 + r 2 1312
(3-S)
The ?etters 1, m, n represent the direction cosines of a with
respect to t`+e incident electric field. If the polarizability
j-_ isotropic,
z l	 :2	 03 =
(3--9)
then p is in the direction of E the incident electric field.
The scattered radiation field has two orthogonal plane-
polarized components: one with the electric field in the plane
of the incident and scattered propayi-tion vector:, and one nor-
mal to this plane. For the perpendicular component
= 900
(3-10)
So
i
I	 k4 11j2 10
T1 >s	 2	 —
R
For the parallel component
900 - c
(3-11)
(3-12)
i	 3-4
^_R 4Y T H E 0N COM PANY
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k4 ^^^ 2 Io cos 2 5
y	 ^^
N`	
`3-13)
and for unoolarized incident radiation
k 4 c 2 Io (1 + cQ s2 )
2R` (3-14)
In order to determine the scattered radiation pattern of
an;► particle satisfying Rayleigh's criterion of r - ,/2--, it is
only necessary to know the polarizability cf the particle. For
spherical particles (see Refea ,^nce 1)
31 = T2	 r2 
(3-15)
where m is the particl^'s index of ref.-action at wavelength
Therefore, substituting equation(3-15) into Equations (3-7), (3-12)
and (3-13) the following relationships are obtained:
2
8- . 4 6 m2 _-1
c 
= j x r
m`" + 2
(3-lb)
4 6k r i
v m` - 1'I,
1 -
	
RZ	 m2 + 2
(3-17)
1
4 6	 ^2	 2k r 	 cos	 2 - 1
(	 I	 =
I	 R2	 m2 + 2)
(3-18)
i
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3.4
	
Mie Scattering Theory
A more general scattering theory, for spherical particles
of any si ze,has been developed by Mie. (This formulism of course
contains Rayleigh scattering in the limiting case of small parti-
cles.) Mie solves Maxwell's equation for the three regions of
interest: in front of the sphere, within the sphere, an(! beyond
the sphere. Boundary conditions at the surface of the sphere are
matched to determine the scattering funetLon. These scattering
functions turn out to be a s • 3tion of products of Legendre
polynomials, Bessel functions, and Neumann functions. Since the
advent of high speed computers, many such functions have been
evaluated. ;'he details of these solutions will not be discussed
here, rather their physical significance will be investigated.
j The Mie scattering functions depend upin only two para-
meters, u - the size para:-titer, and m - the index of refraction.
(The size parameter : s, unfortunately has the same symbol as the
4
aolar.izability Wised earlier. The two are not at all related.
i	 From now on, thL symbol a will refer to the size parameter.)
I
2- r
I	 (3-19)
e
Since scattering depends pon a rather than r and	 independently,
changes of r and A by the same multiplicative factor do not al-
t	
ter the scattering pattern.. Rayleigh scattering is valid for
small values of Q. In facr, for Q	 1, Rayleigh scattering is
within a factor of two of the Mie result, and the agreement im-
proves as a decreases.
To become more explicit, it is necessary to introduce the
j	 concept of scattering efficiency, C. It i:, defined asi (Reference 1)
C	
:Sc
., r
(3-20)
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and relates the scattering cross-section of a particle to its
geometrical cross-section. As an example, the scattering effi-
ciency of Rayleigh scattering for unpolarized radiation is found
by substituting Equation (3-16) into Equation (3-20), giving
8 k4
 r 4 m2
 - 1
CRAY _
	
3	 (m2 + 2)
(3-21)
Substitutir.q Equation (3-19) into Equation (3-21)
2
C	 e ^ 4 
	
2
RAY	
, m 2 + 2 l
(3-22)
Calculations of C for larger values of a have been made, and a
generalized graph of C versus
	 appears below.
r
!S
!O
2S
C r0	 1-
a
Figure 3-1: Scattering Efficiency versus Size Parameter
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The exact form _f the curve depends :upon m, but several general
conclusions can ;^ made. Initially C increases as a a , then its
rate of increasF _'ows up. The initial maximum occurs for a
value of a be o`:er N and 6 and has a value approximately e%lual
to 4. (See Referer z,* 6)
Similar cai;:ulations will give the angular dependence of
scattering as a function of a and m. The resu?ts are similar to
those for the total scattering cross-section. However, the os-
cillations in the angular curves are much greater. The change
in the ratio of forward to backscatter as a function of a is of
considerable interest. For small values of a, forward and back-
scatter are equal. As a increases, so does the forward-to-back
ratio, which may reach a value of several hundred.
3.5	 Aerosol Scattering
The Mie and Rayleigh scattering theories discussed above
have evaluated the scattering properties of a single particle.
An aerosol consists of a collection of particles (assumed for
simplicity to be spherical) of various size and index of refrac-
tion. Assume that the atmospheric aerosol can be described by
a discributiGn function n(r,m), where n(r,m)dr is the number of
particles with index cf refraction m with a radius between r and
r + dr. Then
r
i n(r,m) dr = N 0
(3-23)
where N(m) is the total number of particles with index of re-
fraction m. If I(d,cp.r,m) is the intensity scatta:ed by a single
sphere of radius r and index of refraction in in a direction des-
ignated by _,cp, then the .ntensity scattered by the- entire aero-
sol is given by:
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I (^, )	 r^	 n (r,m I ) I (8,^p, r,m i ) drv
	
M .	 oi
(3-24)
To be consistent with Mie theory, r should be replaced by a,
giving:
co
r
I(a,w) = 2^	 n(a,mli I(a, rp ,a,mi ) da
m.i
( 3 -2 5 )
Since I(v,s,a,m i ) oan be evaluated by the Mie theory, solution
of the aerosol scatterinq problem is predicated on a knowledge
of n(a,m i ) .
The term n (Q,m i ) ;.s a very difficult, if not impossible,
quantity to measure since it involves bot*. the size distribution
and the chemical distribution, i.e. index of refraction, of the
atmosphere. However, although the scattering for a single par-
ticle varies significantly with the particle's index of refrac-
tion, the scattering for a collection of particles of various
size will depend only slightly upon the refractive indices. (See
Reference 3.) This occurs since the different size parameters
yield an averaging effect, which will be almost independent of
the indices. Therefore, the particle size distribution will be
considered, which will be designated as n (r,h ) since the dis-
tribution changes with altitude, h.
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3.6
	 Particle Size Distribution of Atmospheric Aerosol
There is not much available reliable data on the particle
size distribution of the atmospheric aerosol as a function of
altitude. The data that does exist shows that the concentrations
may vary significantly from day to day. However some useful
measurements have been taken from balloons and aircraft. They
indicate that
n 0-, h) -= no (h) r	 (11)
	
(3-26)
I
	
where h is altitude (see References 3,4,5). The term n o (h) de-
pends strongly on altitude (approximately exponentially). On
the other hand, % (h) changes slightly between sea level and 100
km. The measured value of ^ differs between experimenters, but
all agree that its value lies between three and five for all
altitudes.
f	
In order to obtain an estimate of the scattering properties
 of the atmosphere at 10.6 microns, it is necessary to evaluate
Eque.ti.on (3-25) for the various experimentally obtained values
of n(r,h). This will give a range of values for the scattered
intensity. The actual value (which will var y with time)
i	 should lie within this range.
t
	
	
The need for additional atmospheric aerosol measurements
cannot be overly emphasized. For it is only by the techniques
discussed here that accurate theoretical estimates of aerosol
scattering with 10.6 microns radiation can be made.	 (Previous
numbers used in this program have been obtained by extrapolating
the data from Reference 5 to longer wavelengths., Direct mea-
surements of atmospheric scattering should also be made concur-
rently. The results of these direct experiments and the theo-
retical predictions based on particle size distribution
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meaaurembnte can then be compared. If this compar'jon is favor-
able, further theoretical predictions can be trusted in regions
while diroct measurement is Mpossible.
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4.0 F.XPERIMF,NTAT ION
The ©bjoettvar %! tike experimental program is to design,
fabricAEe	 to*E an optical heterodyne system for measuring
the velocity of air containing a low concentration of particle
eontaalinants. A single mode Co t laser operating at 10.6-micron
w avolength and a copper-doped germanium detector cooled to liquid
helium tmspacature are the critical components of the present
System,
-luring t his p r o g r a m our efforts have been concen-
tiatai on--ttoasurirg Doppler returns from natural and synthetic
target* out-af-doors, e.g., clouds, haze, rain, trees, wind-
blown ;iw)ka. etc., with promising results. Consequently, a low
level of affort waa applied to the large variety of laboratory
massuramants which will eventually lead to a calibration of the
eyetem and its individual components. In this category, tests
were perfor mad on verification of the heterodyne equation,
characteristic curves of the detector, noise sources, coherence
atdas. reflectivity woo*urements at 10.6 microns, wind tunnel
ma.iamroments And particle count ing.
4.1 no i-. e r i *tu rns from L eav e s , Rain, [laze and Smoke
W ppler taturns have been observed from several targets
outside the laboratory. The laser beam is directed outside by
reflection from an alum nixed beam steering mirror positioned
uver a window and mounted to allow azimuth 1-nd elevation posi-
tioainy. F'iqure (4-1) aihows returns from wind-blown leaves
about 900 feet away.
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The spectrum of system noise shown on the bottom trace was
recorded whsn the laser beam was blocked between the beamsplitter
and the beam steering mirror. Tits beam was the y: allowed to
propagate to the tree ana 16aves so thzt the upper trace could
be recorded showing the sFcerum of she return Doppler signal
plus noise. The signa l. is the difference between the two traces.
At 10.6 -micron wavelength, the Doppler frequency is 200 kHz per
mete:/second of target velocity parallel to the transmitted beam.
S1,.ce Figure (4-1) has a scale 6ispersion of 100 kHz/division,
the typical leaf velocity component parallel to the laser bear,
jis 0.5 meter/% econd. 'The spike near the center of the trace is
the zero of Doppler frequency and the zero of target velocity.
Fig ,:r p (4-2) shows Doppler returns from a moderate rain.
The spectrum varied rapidly in time as one would expect since
the oeam was of small diameter and contained only a few rain
drops at any g iven time. The magnitude of the rain velocity
component along 67e laser beam was betweer zero and ' metsrs/
second and the average wind speed jus r. outFide the lat-iratory
was 3 meters/second. There was turbulence alo^g the laser beam
path.
Strong Doppler signals have been obser •ied from haze on days
of high reiat-ve humidity as shown in Figures (4-3, 4-4, 4•-5,
4-ij, 4-7, and 4-8). Theu4 returns have peaks around 200 kHz or
I areter/second velocity component along the beam which had an
ele-latior. angle of 20 0 . The Doppler signals peaked strongly inr
5 tp 10 seconds and then faded for 20 to 30 seconds. Tr.:s peak-
ing and fading pattern was typical of the particular prouailing
atmospheric corditiond. A five-minute sequence of spectra from
haze is shown in Figure: (4-5 through 4-8). The corresporAir.g
Qysterr noise can be found in the lowe r trace of Figure (4-41.
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Feveral outdoor experiments were conducted using smoke as
a s=atterin-v medium. In one of theme tests, smoka was blown into
the laE.er beam by a fan at a distance of fifteen feet. The Doppler
return from the t..rbulent fan-blown smoke is very broad as shown
in Figure (4-9) where the zero of Doppler frequency is at the
left edge of the screen and the disperions is 500 kHz or 2.5m/sec
full scale. The upper curve is the Doppler return and the lower
curve is system noise.
The smoke source was turned off and the Doppler return
spectra shown in Figure (4-10) was recorded when the smoke had
almost entirely dissipated as shown in Figure (4-11). Further
spectra of Doppier returns from smoke at a 15-foot range ar6
shown in Figures (4 - 12) and (4-13) . Figure ( 4-14) shows the
smoke generator wharf Fi.,_,.es (4-12) and (4-13) were made.
"urther experiments were carried out using wind-blown smoke
at a range r4 200 toot ab the scattering riedium. Figure (4-15)
shows the D,,ppler spfrctrum with a dispersion of 1 14Hz or 5 meters/
sec full scale and zero at the left. The appreciable turbulence
that existed in the »make region manifested itself in wide
Doppler spectra as shown ir. Figures (4-15) through (4-18). The
Doppler returns peek near 1.5 m/sec with the wind coming at 300
to the la. er beam. This corrbaponds to a w'rld ap#:ed of 1.8 m/sec
or ? gout 5 mph which corcaldres with an anemometer reading
I>etwe(,n 5 and 10 mph just outside the laboratory.
4.2 Heterodyne Dotactian Lxj^s er.tm
A set of experiments iiae boon begun in the laboratory that
will lead to an optimum util ization of A copy *r -ddopad yernan i um
photoconductor in the reterodyne lotectior ► made e_1 operation.
Loading toward th:a goal, prolaairiary u.murur.montal have beer made onr
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Figure 4-1: Doppler Returns from Wind-Blowr eaves at 500-
Foot Range on Top Trace Sys^arn Noise on Botto
Trace - Velocity Dispersion = 0.5 meter second
division
flqure 4-2: ijo,^Pler oceurris from Moderate Rain on Top IragIZ
S.ystwn Nc se: on Bottom '	 - Velocity 0 1°•)arston
Equals 0.5 meter second
f
 dlVi6ion
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Fiqur p 4 -3: Doppler Returns frorll Haze on a Humid Ljay on 'f
Trace/System. Noise on Bottom Trace - Velocity
Dispersion a 0.5 meter/second/division
i.
I!
t t ,4"re 4 - +4	 t .,c I<n (1--w- !fags n _d ituiilla Ua)l o-nZ^
^fi	 '^t^etn ta_ oiw u^t tar Trace - Velocity
[ t ape; I,ar	 c3.5 rTleceri++ncond/dtvibion
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Figure 4-S: Doppler Returns from Haze on a Humid Da - Velocity
Dispersion = 0.5 meter/second/division
Figure 4-6: Doppler Returns from Haze on a Humid Day - Velocity
Dispersion = 0.5 meter/second,div;elon
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Figure 4-7: Doppler Returns from Haze on a Humid - Velocity
Dispersion = 0.5 meter/second/di•.Lsion
fl%iuro 4-81 VelocityWL^ V !cr_ Ret-ut fps t rom Hale un d Hwrll a f AV
Dlnj-rt Man = 0.5 ML-tE(, "5@CUndl^lUr:
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Figure 4-9: Doppler Returns from Wind-Blown Smoke at 15-Foot
Range - Velocit y
 Dispersion = 0.25 meter/second/
division
Figure 4 -10: Doppler Returns from Smoke wh-,ch basDIss_pited -
Vrlocity Dispersion = 0.25 meter /second divts4on
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Figure 4-11: Smoke Generator 'Turned Off and Smoke hits Mca
Dissipated
Ftgura 4-11: I124n lcL keturnb from Smoke at 15-Vu.,t K^ t
Valcwr_tty r>tspeasion - 0,2,  netec;aocund,.3 tston
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Fi gure 4-13; Doppler Returns from 511k)ke at 15-Foot Range -
Velocity Dispersion = 0.25 meter/second/division
F i Iture 4 -14: smoke Generator_ 3el_ u
	
1'^-Foot Ranke
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Figurc 4-1 111 j!o ler Returns from Wind-Blown amu ke at 200-
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Figure 4-17 1 Smoke Cenera t
 or at 200-Foot Rancle
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	 ion of the heterodyne equation.
Chatae t	 tstic curves of the detector.
	
1. Cohota,	 .irasa.
41 . Not l e bources .
Reei.11ta Cil,tAindod tram these rteA surements will permit a "figure of
merit' to tie 4otine..t. and a t l l lead to a deteimination, of the
operattrig -point *.hat yiel ►t- .t maximum signal -to-noise power ratio
for het at .klyntt iet ae t s,^; 	 !; ,ove experiments aro necessary in
tdet tc explain thi tauults of heterodyne signal-to-noise ratio
in-A*urowento Oat a t e 2J JU below the level that would be
thworst ioally expect®.l teat tt 1hat noise limited operation and a
quatntuit, C r i t • I vilely of it) twoont .
4.2.1
	
ttrrtot u.lyod MV AMUt amdtttF
An et tsmot was male to ve_ i fy the heterodyne equation
t'	 P	 where P
	
iq the ►-e % .erodvne power, P	 ishit L.0 .	 : tg	 het	 L.0 .
the local	 power AK 10.6 mtcvans, aria Ps q is the_
stgn.il 1 1 t m of t !►at is Doppler shitted from the local oscillator
tF0gvency, A Mlchwlatvi interferometer was 5^t lip With a mirror
in ono atm to givo the local oscillator beam and a spinning wheel
In th* t?that; arm to dive the signal beam. Tlie spinning wheel .,as
oaliht. ta,.t with a thermot ► t le as .Iescritbed in Section 4.2.4 of
thin toport §tt that the siyttal power could then be calculated
trop tt►o -hell! retIectivity, :he tewnetry, anct the inci1ent
Powell at	 wlvl , is .
'rho ipp.ii atua waa ha t 	 1 , .11)1 use,; with
	
^7t1 1 laser source
at► ,) ti volt1tet . 1.yod .tettt ► .1tit"n. Aetoct ,3r.	 P 
1,0  
wa:. measured with
.
a oommor. • t it ly avat 1a ►► 10 petwer mateh t ? P	 was calc ►.slated from
s ^.t
P 1 ii , t to .lpt tcal p-trams • .; ► pit !ha system, the .jeometiy and the
wheel ter lest tt• tty: a',a Phut waa measute,i on a sueetrux anal; zer .
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A variety of optical attenuator.s (beam splatters) was inserted in
the arms of the Michelson interferometer in an attempt to verify
the heterodyne equation
Phet OC PL .0 . P sig	 (4-1)
With P. L.O. in the range of 100 mw to 300 mw, where shot noise
limited operation is expected, it was shown that the heterodyne
equation does not apply as written above. For instance, when
P 	 was decreaser', by a factor of 4, Phet decreased by a factor
Si g
less than 4. In these ex periments the coherence area was
unaltered by insertion of the optical attenuators.
4.2.2 Characteristic Curves
The characteristic curves of the detector were
measured with a CO 2 laser as a source. The measurements were
coherent in the sense that the laser emits a Laam which is
coherent in both space and time. However, heterodyning was not
involved in the measurements which are shown in Figures 4-19
through 4-24.
The operating point can be specified by the bias voltage V,
the bias current I, and the incident infrared power P. The
voltage can be written as a function of the current and power
For small changes in current- and power, there is a corresponding
1
	 small change in the volta g e given by
V AI + = I API; P	^:P 1
1
(4-3)
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Fi gure 4-19: Bias V,ltace vs Incident Power at 10.b Microns for Constant
S ias Current
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Figure 4-22: AI/,^P at Constant Bias Voltage vs Incident Power
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Figure 4-23: Bias Voltage vs Bias Current for Constant
Incident Power
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Figure 4-24: Av/,^I at Constant Incident Power vs Bias Current
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Similarly, we may write
	
I = I(V,P)	 (4-4)
aI	 a
I
fl Ov + a
	
LIP	
(4-5)
	
P	 V
The partial derivative can be written as
av	 1
aI	
- 
	 = ZA.C.P	 I6VIfl p
	 (4-6)
av
=
ap )	 pI 	 V	 (4-7)
aI^ _
ap V P 
	 (4-8)
Where ZA.C. is the A.C. impedance, p  is the voltage responsivity
and p  is the current responsivity. Thus we have
AV = ZA.C.AI + pVIR (4-9)
1
	
AI _ ZAV + p I_	 (4-10)
A.C. 
The values of ZA.C.' PV and p  can be determined for any operating
point by using the characteristic curves of Figs. 4-19 through
4-24.
With the information discussed above, a heterodyne power
function can be derived which gives the heterodyne power as a
function of the local oscillator power, the signal power, the
bias voltage and/or the bias current. In other words, the
operation of the detector in the heterodyne mode is dependent
upon the bias conditions as shown by the characteristic curves
and the appropriate functions of these curves.
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In addition to the measurements discussed above, prelim,i;iary
noise measurements have been made as a function of bias current.
These measurements, discussed in Section 4.2.5, when analyzed in
conjunction with those above, will allc-w a determination of
signal-to-noise power ratio for heterodyne detection as a function
of the operating point. The operating point corresponding to
maximum signal-to-noise can then be found.
4.2.3 Coherence Areas
Some preliminary coherence area experiments indicate
that the range dependence that was theoretically predicted earlier
is essentially correct; i.e., there is no range dependence in the
near field and there is an inverse range squared dependence in the
far field. The experimental system used for these measurements
consisted of a Michelson interferometer wish a mirror in one leg
to give a local oscillator beam and a spinning wheel in the other
leg to give a Doppler shifted signal beam. The spinning wheel
was moved away from the beam splitter and the Doppler signal was
observed on a spectrum analyzer. A constant local oscillator
beam was used throughout these experiments.
The angle of the wheel with respect to the incident beam
and the wheel speed were also held constant. The total signal
power PS.T. received on the copper doped germanium detector goes
as the reciprocal of the square of the range, or
d 1
PS.T.	 R2	 (4-11)
and the coherence diameter Dcoh is proportional to X/x where
is the wavelength and a is the angular radius of the illuminated
region on the spinning wheel.
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PS.coh 
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2
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D dcoh o
For small angles a can be written as
(4-12)
r
a = R
	
(4-13)
where r is the radius of the illiminated spot. Fence,
The coherent signal power P 
.coh 
is proportional to the product
of 
PS.T. 
and the coherence area which in turn is proportional to
the square of the coherence diameter.
2
PS.coh °C PS.T. D
 coh	 (4-15)
1 I ^R^I —.-
PS.coh	 ,I R2	 r I	
(4-16)
^2
PS.coh ^ 2
	
r	 (4-17)
The wavelength X is constant, so that
For a constant local oscillator power, t': heterodyne power Phet
is directly proportional to the coherent signal power, so that
Y
Phet cc
	
l 
2
r	 (a-19)
In the near field which corresponds to rangEs significantly
less than D 
2/% where D is the transmitter aperture diameter
ID  = 15 ft for the setup the radius r is constant and P
l .k	 het
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should be independent of range. This was experimentally verified
by noting that the spectrum analyzer display of 
Phet was constant
for any location of the spinning wheel within the near field
region discussed above. In the transition region a range depen-
dence began, to develop, and from ranges of 15 ft < R < 30 ft,
the dependence Phet R was obeyed. Measurements were termi-
nated at a range of 30 feet due to limited laboratory space.
4.2.4 Wheel Reflectivity Measurements
An experiment was established to measure the absolute
reflectivity of several solid materials; see Figure (4-25). These
materials were mounted on a wheel which was positioned so that it
could be rotated about a vertical axis, which maintained a con-
stant distance between the illuminated spot on the wheel and the
detector regardless of wheel angle.
A 40-40 beamsplitter was located to separate the incident
and reflected beams. The reflected beam was measured with a cali-
brated Eppley thermopile while the laser power was monitored by a
CRL power meter. The angle between the incident beam and the per-
pendicular to the wheel face was varied from -50 0 to +500.
Various grades of emery paper, black velvet and magnesium
oxide were used as targets on the spinning wheel. These results
allow a rapid and accurate determination of the scattered signal
power which is required to make heterodyne calibration measure-
ments as discussed in Section 4.2.1.
Data taken from a felt wheel is shown in Table 4-1 with the
results of subsequent analysis. Columns I, II and III represent
the angle of scattering, the output of the calibrated Eppley
thermopile, and the instantaneous laser power respectively. Since
the Eppley gave background reading of 36 ,..V, the fourth column
equals the second column minus 36 4V. Column V represents the
normalized results, i.e. the Eppley output which would have been
obtained if the incident power equalled 5.1 watts. The Eppley
4-24
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Figure 4-25: Experimental Setup for Wheel
Reflectivity Measurements
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was calibrated at 0.113 µV/µW and therefore Column VI represents
the actual scattered power detected. Finally, the scattered re-
turn from a Lambertian reflector referenced to the same output
at O o
 is given in Column VII.
TABLE 4-1
REFLECTIVITY DATA FROM FELT WHEEL
I II III IV V VI VjI
Epp (µV) PLA (W) Epp
-B (uV) (Epp-B) N (u V) P S c (µW) PLAM (µS"1)
50 63 5.1 27 27 240 260
40 70 5.1 34 34 300 310
30 72 5.1 36 36 320 350
20 76 5.1 40 40 350 390
10 80 5.1 44 44 390 400
0 83 5.2 47 46 410 410
-10 80 5.3 44 42 370 400
-20 76 5.3 40 38 340 390
-30 71 5.3 35 34 300 350
-40 69 5.3 33 32 280 310
The data on backward scatter from Table (4-1) was used to
check the system performance. From this data the reflectivity
in the backward direction can be obtained. The system used to
make the measurements is illustrated in Figure 4-26 where a spin-
ning wheel replaces the wind tunnel. The beam splitter has a
transmissivity (t) and a reflectivity (r). As the laser trans-
mits a power P o , the measured power is
P^ = r Po
(4-20)
and the incident power on the wheel is
i
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PI NC = t Po	 ( 4-21)
The reflected power for a target with reflectivity p
PREF	 G t Po	 (4-22)
while the power reflected by the beamsplitter toward the detec-
tor is
PDET
	
r p t Po
	 (4-23)
Finally the measured power is given by
r p t Po n DEp2
Psc	
4R2 (4-24)
where: DEP = diameter of the Eppley thermopile
R	 = distance from EprIley to target
Substituting Equation (4-20) into Equation (4-24) and re-arranging
terms:
4R2 P
P =	
sc
t PLA n DEP2
(4-25)
Using numbers from Table 4-1 for 0  and
DEP = 9.53 mm
R = 283 mm
t	 = 0.4
then the wheel reflectivity in the backward direction, p(o),
may be calculated to be
p(o) = 0.226
If a heterodyne detector were placed at the location of the
Eppley, the expected signal-to-noise ratio should be
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S	 P 
N	 2 h v B	 (4-25)
Since,
r = 0.5	 2	 (4-27)
P s = 410 uW 9.53
	
= 18.1 uW
	 (4-28)
because the copper-doped germanium detector has an aperture of
2 mm, while the Eppley has a 9.53 mm aperture. The specturm
analyzer has a bandwidth of 7 kHz, so
N = 3.45 x 1010 (4-29)
N - 105 db (4-30)
The results of this experiment indicated that the measured
signal-to-noise ratio was approximately 80 db. Because of the
discrepancy of 25 db between the theoretical calculation and
actual measurements, a detailed experimental analysis of the
Cu:Ge detector was initiated.
4.2.5 Noise Measurements
There are several noise sources involved in the
heterodyne detection system using a Cu:Ge detector, a low noise
preamplifier and spectrum analyzer. Experiments were carried out
to determine the noise voltage generated by each noise source.
First, the noise produced by the spectrum analyzer was
found to be negligible. Next, the preamplifier was checked for
noise output for several different input impedances. This noise
voltage was found to be quite low but not completely negligible.
An experiment was set up to measure the noise spectrum for
i	 various bias currents with constant local oscillator (LO) power
j	 on the copper-doped germanium detector. The LO was then changed
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to a new level and the measurements were repeated, using the cir-
cuit shown in Figure (4-26). Figure (4-27) shows the detector
noise spectrum with bias currents ranging from 3.7 to 0.6 ma.
No LO was used. The noise decreased as the bias decreased. When
an LO of 11.5 mw was used, the noise spectrum dropped and the
effect of the bias noise became smaller. Figure (4-28) shows the
noise spectrum for an LO power of 11.5 mw. In Figures (4-27)
and (4-28) the spurious signals near the right edge of the' screen
are generated by a local radio station.
4.2.6 Wind Tunnel Experiments
One objective of this work was to measure atmospheric
wind velocity and local wind turbulence by methods of optical
heterodyning with a CO 2
 laser.
The "clean" air or atmospheric wind contains small contam-
inate particles by which some of the laser energy is scattered.
The detection of this scattered energy is prerequisite to ob-
caining optical heterodyning.
In order to obtain quantitative data on the important para-
	 i
meters of the detection system, it was desirable to obtain a
small wind tunnel to simulate certain atmospheric conditions and
to provide a standard source for the calibration of the system.
In particular, the wind tunnel must accept a varying con-
centration of contaminate particles, to simulate an almost
"clean" air, to a "dirty" air with much contamination where sig-
nal-to-noise ratios of the detection system are very high for
calibration purposes.
The wind tunnel mist also be relatively free of turbulence
so that read out bandwidth broadening due to turb ,.ilence may be
distinguished From the bandwidth broadening due to optical and
instrument broadening.
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Figure 4-26: Circuit for Detector Noise Measurements
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Figure 4-27: Noise Spectrum of the Detector for Various Bias
Currents with Local Oscillator Off - Bias Current
3.7 milliamps, Top Trace/Bias Current 0.6 milli-
a;nps, Bottom Trace - Dispersion 1 MHz full scale;
12 db Attenuation - Two Signals at Right are Local
Radio Stations.
Figure 4-28: Noise Spectrum of the Detector for Various Bias
Currents with Local Oscillator Power of 11.5 milli-
watts - bias Current 4.5 milliamps, Top Trace/
Bias Current 1.1 milliamps, Bottom Trace - Disper-
sion 1 MHz full scale; 6 db Attenuation - Two
signals at Right are Local Radio Stations.
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The wind tunnel must provide variable known air velocities
approximately of the same magnitude as typical atmospheric winds.
With these considerations in mind, a short study was made
for the design of such a wind tunnel, and a search was made for
the possible manufacturers of such a tunnel.
1
i Aerolab Supply, Inc. run by Professor A. W. Sherwood, had
a prototype smoke tunnel similar to what we needed. In ac--ord-
ance with Professor Sherwood's existing prototype and with our
particularized needs, we jointly designed a smoke tunnel which
was then constructed by Aerolab.
In particular, the input plenum of the smoke tunnel contains
a "honeycomb" structure with layers of fine mesh screening to
reduce turbulence levels at the test section to about 1/4%.
The test section is 10 11 x 13 1 ' x 2-1/2 11 high with Kodak
Irtran II windows to allow CO 2 laser radiation to enter and exit.
The 1 11 x 4-1/2 11 windows are mc;veable along the side of the test
section to allow for different incident angles of the laser b..am.
The windows are anti-reflection coated at 10.6".
An adjustable opening at the exit plenum allows for variable
air velocity from approximately 0 to 30 feet per second. A small
j	 1/8" pitot tube of Prand*_1 design, and an inclined manometer are
(	 used to measure the air velocity.
Smoke is generated when liquid smoke is in contact with a
heating element operating at approximately 4500F. The liquid
smoke, obtained from Azo Industries, Inc. and similar to liquid
smoke usedin toy trains, is introduced into the heating element
a drop at a time.
From the enclosure containing the heating element, the smoke
is introduced to a smoke rake through plastic tubing. A slight
positive pressure is maintained in the heating element enclosure
by coupling the enclosure with the head pressure of the fan that
drives the wind tunnel. at the output plenum. By means of a valve,
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the positive pressure in the heating element enclosure may be
varied, thus varying the rate of introducing smoke into the wind
tunnel, and thus controlling the density of particle contaminate
in the wind tunnel. The rate of introducing smoke into the wind
tunnel may further be controlled by controlling the rate of flow
of liquid smoke to the heating element.
Two smoke rakes are presently in use, one which delivers the
smoke in several discreet tubules of about 1/8 11 diameter, and
another which delivers the smoke in a continuum throughout the
test section. Though the continuum smoke rake more closely sim-
ulates atmospheric conditions, the discreet smoke rake is useful
in gathering quantitative information, as the smoke bundles may
be varied by integral numbers and the specific geometry of the
system is well known.
The exhaust plenum of the smoke tunnel is attached to a large
flexible hose leading outside of the building for evacuating the
smoke and/or other contaminating particle agents introduced into
,.	 the wind tunnel.
Using the experimental setup shown in Figures (4-29) and
(4-30), the smoke generator valve was opened for a few seconds.
Initially, a very large Doppler signal was observed (Figure 4-31);
then, as the smoke decayed, the Doppler signal decreased as shown
in Figure (4-32). This picture was taken about ten minutes after
the smoke generator was turned off. The Doppler is due to smoke
in the laboratory resulting from leaks in the wind tunnel and
from cigarette smoke. This residual smoke has a very low density
and cannot be seen with the eye.
After a period of bout fifteen minutes, the air conditioner
removed this residual smoke and the Doppler signal disappeared.
The density of smoke particles at the time the signal becomes
lost in the noise was not measured since particle counting equip-
ment was not available.
I
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Figure 4-29: Experimental Arrangement for Wind Tunnel
Tests
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Figure 4-30:	 Wind Tunnel
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Figure 4-31: Doppler Returns from High Smoke Concentration
in Wind Tunnel - Velocity Dispersion - 0.25 meter/
second/division
Fiqure 4-32: Lloppler KeLurns from Very Low Smoke Concentration
in wind Tunnel 10 Minutes after Smoke was Turned
Off - Velocity Dispersion = 0.25 meter/second/di-
vision
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Figures (4-33) and (4-34) show how the Doppler velocity
charged as the angle of the wind tunnel was varied. In this
case, the air speed in the tunnel was one meter per second. With
a scale of 50 kHz per division, we see that the displayed Dop-
pler velocities are .50 m/sec and .37 m/sec and agree respectively
with the cosines of the measured angles; i.e., with cos 60° and
cos 68°.
The large signal between the Doppler sidebands is a property
of the spectrum analyzer. The faint signals are due to screen
persistence and the lower trace in Figure (4-32) is a double ex-
posure which compares the residual noise and the Doppler signal.
The noise spectrum was obtained by taking a picture with the
signal beam blocked.
Figures (4-35), (4-36) and (4-37) show Doppler returns from
the wind tunnel as the velocity of the air was reduced in three
steps of 0.5 m/sec, 0.43 m/sec, and 0.31 m/sec. The amplitude
does not remain constant because the smoke from the smoke gen-
ezator was allowed to decay. In this case, the wind tunnel is
at an angle of 60° to the signal beam. The width of the Doppler
signal of about 50 kc, or the equivalent velocity spread of
+.l m/sec, is primarily due to turbulence in the wind tunnel.
4.3 Summary
Doppler heterodyne detection experiments at 10.6 microns
conducted on soft targets out-of-doors verified the feasibility
of the technique for a variety of systems applications. The
characteristic curves of a copper-doped germanium detector were
measured. These curves indicate that a maximum heterodyne
current responsivity should occur at high local oscillator
power and high bias voltage. Preliminary measurements were
carried out on detector noise and coherence areas which will
eventually lead to a determination of optimum conditions for
a maximum signal-to-noise ratio for heterodyne detection at
10.6 microns.
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Figure 4-33: Doppler Returns from Wind Tunnel - Velocity
Dispersic:i = 0.25 meter/second/division
a = 60 0
 Angle Between Laser Bean and Wind
Figure 4-34: Doppler Returns from Wind Tunnel - Velocity
Dispersion = 0.25 meter/second/division
= 680
 Angle Between Laser Beam and Wind
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Figure 4-35 • Doppler Returns from Smoke in Wind Tunnel -
Velocity Component Parallel to Laser Beam =
0.5 meter/second - 7 = 600
Figure 4-3b: Doppler Peturns from Smoke i_n Wind Tunnel -
Velocity Component Paralle l to Laser Beam =
0.43 meter/second -	 = 600
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1'i qure 4-37: Doppler Returns from Smoke it-,
Wind Tunnel - Velocity Compo-
nent Parallel to Laser Beam =
0.31 meter/second - - = 600
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